
THE CKLOCK IS TICKING. We have 14 years left to achieve #global goals and save the planet. 

When resource are degrading we are competing for them…so one way to promoting peace is to 

promote sustainable management and equitable distribution of resources. 

Desertification caused mainly by drought and human activities that reduce or degrade top soil. Dry areas 

cover around 40% of the world surface and are expanding fast. This is real issue that became 

inseparable part of agenda for the most of governments in the world. 

UNCCD COP 13 has also started with data that has happened around the world during the last 2 years 

after the previous COP. Delegates started deliberations on the integration of SDG 15 and target 15.3 into 

the implementation of the UNCCD. It is one more chance calling the world leaders to develop long-term 

solutions. 

The conclusion I made is impossible to reach sustainability just through top-down actions. No political 

leader or doctor, teacher or psychoanalyst can guide us to do right things, they can only show the way 

how to do things right. It should be reached personally for each of us. It is not a skill but it is a kind of 

sense. If we are ignoring this sense never we can expect progress. 

Most of people don’t know what is going on and how they can affect on situation. I believe everything 

starts from a simple question “Why?”. It is related to food and clothes, transportation and shopping, 

just assessing its influence on our organism. It is simplest way to identify our influence on planet earth. 

Solution is – good storytelling. Maintaining smart decisions only can save planet from overusing of 

resources, consumerism and short-term thinking. 

Hope next time during COP business representatives will take part in the sessions. This is very important 

to be “On a same line” with producers and consumers. 

5 KEY MESSAGES I brought with me, accompanied with local images from Ordos, Inner Mongolia, 

China 

 

 Sustainability is the only way of prosperity and welfare but not luxury, or extra expenses. It starts for 

each of us at a personal level. 



 

Keep nature natural. Each intervention in natural processes contains potential risks for ecosystems. 

 

The only way of development are replication natural processes, but not the opposite - adjusting natural 

processes to human needs. 

 

Sometimes silence is more than a silence.  



 

Look on eyes of young generation – what planet you are leaving them? 
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